SMART LUNAR
CLOTHING

2024 Project Artemis, NASA’s
return to the Moon...

Why the project is important - NASA and other space agencies are working together to land humans on
the Moon and create a lunar habitat. This is necessary for research and scientiﬁc data in order to prepare
and develop technologies that allow humans to reach the planet Mars in the future.

The Project IGLUNA initiated by the Swiss
Space Center & ESA_Lab.

About the
project

Spacesuits designed for travel in the orbit
which are advanced pieces of technological
equipment, besides this, the daily clothing
is very basic.
There is a requirement from International
Space Station that clothing needs to be
disposed of after a single use, because of
this - 200 kg of clothing per person is being
thrown away in 1 year and in space, there is
no washing options for clothing.
With this project our aim is to rethink the
astronauts clothing to improve their lives.

FOR WHAT ASTRONAUTS NEED THE
CLOTHING FOR

Sleep

Casual & Working Workout

Public appearance

The astronauts need the clothing mostly for four occasions, the ﬁrst
three are used on a daily basis while the public appearance clothing is
used few times during the mission.

DAILY CYCLE OF CHANGING CLOTHES
The astronaut has to
change their clothing 4
times a day, which is
quite a lot, therefore the
solution of the modular
clothing needs to be as
simple and intuitive as
possible. The end goal is
to extend the lifetime of
the garments but it
shouldn't be at the
expense of the comfortability while changing
the clothing on a daily
basis.
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MOON
MISSION
CONTEXT
AND
RESTRAINTS

Clothes cannot be disposed in the same
way it has been done, although it’s
possible. So far, on ISS, crewmembers
produce 408 kg worth of dirty clothing,
which is packed into resupply shuttles and
sent to deorbit, where it burns away in the
atmosphere. When being disposed, it is
necessary to
store it somewhere.
Longer-lasting and light-weight clothes
reduce storage and launch requirements
for crewmember apparel, which brings
down costs. Water is scarce during
missions, meaning using it for washing is
wasteful. Normal washing cycle with
conventional washing machine uses 48
litres of water. Washing water is not
drinkable due to detergents. Fixed
clothing items: sleeping, working, public
appearance and exercise requires all
different clothing items.

PROBLEMS WITH
CLOTHING IN SPACE
Clothing gets dirty when using it

Currently no available washing options

200 kg

Clothing is disposed after usage

WHY AND HOW CLOTHING GETS DIRTY
Why we sweat?
Thermoregulation changes mainly
in body temperature and outside
temperature. Detoxify dissolved
solids. Sending sodium back into
the blood for maintaining salinity in
the body
Not sweating can be dangerous
because of overheating possibility
Sweat glands
Human has over 4 million sweat
glands all over the body which are
controlled by sympathetic nervous
system. Apocrine gland can be
found from armpits, groin area,
scalp
which
produces
sweat
containing
protein
and
carbohydrates. It has thick milky
consistency therefore it can smell
badly. Clothing gets dirty and smelly
mainly because of this type of gland.
Sweat glands are produced by
adrenaline.

It is one important reason why
these areas sweat the most during
workout
Eccrine glands you can ﬁnd from
palms, sole, forehead. They are
clear, odorless and regulating
body’s temperature by allowing
heat loss through evaporation.
Eccrine
glands
are
primarily
activated by emotional stimuli and
stressors
that
increase
body
temperature.
Sebaceous glands can be found
from ace, scalp. It is oily, odorless
liquid which waterproofs and
lubricates hair and skin.

`25% of the undershirt
area is dirty when being
disposed. On ISS, shirts
are being disposed after 4
days of use`

Apocrine gland

How could
clothing be used
more sustainably
on long term
Moon missions?

Building up the system where
the daily clothing system is
modular & interactive.

CONCEPT

Reduce the weight & waste
while increasing the lifetime of
the garments - thus giving more
room for other vital resources to
be shipped to the Moon habitat.
Reduce negative psychological
effects on astronauts.

TECHNOLOGY
USED FOR
THE
CLOTHING

Merino wool - absorbs the smell,
regulates the temperature, naturally
anti-static which keeps the dirt
away, helps to keep dry and
sweat-free. Merino can absorb as
much as 30% of its weight without
feeling wet, making it the most
“hydrophilic” of all natural ﬁbers.
Changeable sleeves - modular
system with magnetic closure. Gives
an advantage to put them most
critical area - where the sweat rate is
high and also extend clothing
lifespan of cleanliness

MODULAR DESIGN

Modular Merino shirt can
extend the lifetime of a
single shirt to 28 days
Total weight of shirts for a
year long mission is
reduced from 55 to 12 kg
Merino wool provides
odor resistance and
breathability
Modularity is achieved
through removable
sleeves with magnetic
closure

GARMENT LIFESPAN COMPARISON
Cotton

Merino

Modular merino

Modularity and the usage of merino fabric give much
longer usage for each garment that compared to
cotton or non-modular merino shirt.

INTERACTIVE STORAGE

Modular design

Interactive LunarHanger gives
clothing possibility to “breathe”
Storage of clothing can open up for
midnight because then astronauts
are sleeping and there also a room
for the opening.
Through a RFID tracking of clothing
usage, astronaut has an overview
when the clothing was last used by
LED bars: red & green, which
showing to the user status of the
clothing.
Spread usage of clothing items
removes the psychological feeling of
wearing the same item several days
straight and the storage gives a daily
freedom of choice over clothing.

Opening up function

LunarHanger serving the
purpose of recharging the
natural ﬁbers to maximise
the usage of garments.
RFID makes it able to
track the usage of clothing
items.
LED bars show the charging
status of the clothing.
Gives astronaut a daily
freedom of choice over their
clothing.
Stores different sets of
clothes.

CONCEPT SYNERGY
Logistics And
Production

The concept is a circular
solution which starts
from the logistics and
production onto how it is
used and stored.
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Less Waste Due To Weight
Bringing It Back Or Wash

It also has positive
psychological effects as it
has a human-centred
design focus.
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Not Wearing Every Day
Colors
Intuitive
Design For The Present Mood

User Interaction
Modularity
Space Efﬁciency

Disposing: less weight due to
weight, option to bring it back to
earth after the mission or wash
sleeves on the habitat

BENEFITS

Psychological: designing
clothes by yourself before the
mission while the usage is
intuitive
Usage & storage: it is modular,
space efﬁcient, user interaction
is easy
Logistics & production:
Reduced weight and material

CONCLUSION

The Smart lunar clothing project
made a smart system where the
astronauts
can
choose
daily
clothing by themselves. Interaction
with storage is simpliﬁed and the
users do not need to think
anything else - they only need to
choose and design the clothing for
their present mood.
Solution is cost efﬁcient where it
reduces the weight & waste while
increasing the lifetime of the
garments.
It has an emotional aspect additional negative psychological
effects on astronauts are reduced.

